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MODELLER’S WORKSHOP

The first van which was constructed by CNC milling in styrene

Scratchbuilding by laser
KEITH BUCKLITCH wanted a rake of L&YR fish vans in Gauge 1. He decided the only way to obtain
them was to build them as a batch…

I

obtained a drawing by e-mail from Noel
Coates and set about making my own
CAD drawing to 1/ 32 scale.

Experimentation
My first experiments were to machine
the van body by using a CNC mill, cutting
styrene sheet. Using Vectric ‘Cut2D’ CAM
software I soon had the milling pathways
determined and commenced cutting the
plastic sheet. Initial results were not
encouraging, as the styrene melted and
then adhered to the cutter which then

snapped. However, once I had discovered
that one needed a carbide cutter to mill
styrene, it did not take long to cut out the
various sides and ends, and particularly
the louvre ventilation panels. Using the
mill, I eventually made four van bodies,
two of which I gave away as Christmas
presents and two I kept for myself.
The underframes were assembled using
components from Northern Finescale
– solebars and buffer stocks, buffers,
brake gear, roof vents, vacuum piping
and wheelsets. Unfortunately, these

are in 10mm/foot scale and therefore
slightly overlarge, but I think the vans are
acceptable for all that.
My main criticism of using the milling
cutter to form the vans, and particularly
the external framing, is that it results in
rounded internal corners. This meant
one had to file the sharp corners with
a Swiss file for improved appearance. I
then began to consider laser cutting, as
it is possible to obtain nice, acute angles
with the thin laser cutter beam. The next
decision was what material to use for the

A cleaned up copy of the 10 foot wheelbase L&YR Fish Van drawing No.6647, Order No.P41. Noel Coates collection
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van bodies. I considered styrene firstly,
as I had previously created a coach in
16mm scale using laser cut plastic sheet.
The problem with laser cutting styrene is
that it produces noxious fumes, requiring
specialised extraction equipment for
safety. The firm that I had previously
used did not respond to my requests
for a quote to produce a dozen sets of
parts from my CAD drawings and the
only other firm who did reply was too
expensive to consider, apart from being
some 200 miles away. I then turned to
plywood. A small number of Gauge 1 kit
manufacturers (and an even larger number
of 16mm scale makers) are now using
laser cutting to produce their kits, with
pleasing results at a very acceptable price
(e.g. IP Engineering’s Penrhyn coach kit
for £35 complete with wheels, etc).
I sought firms in the local area to find
one who was prepared to do the work
required which entailed laser cutting
1/16 inch plywood. After several fruitless
enquiries, I made contact with a member
of the 16mm Association who owned a
laser cutter, knew the power settings
required and was prepared to cut out
several sets of van bodies for me at
an extremely reasonable price. In fact,
our partnership was very useful, as he
was able to advise me on the drawing
requirements – layers, colours, etc. – as
well as methods of reducing the costs
by bringing components closer together
so that a single cut could apply to two
separate components. Now I know
that I could (eventually) have made the
van bodies by cutting the plywood by
hand with craft knife, razor saw and
fretsaw, but I did not want to take years
over the job, hence my use of modern
manufacturing methods.

Laser cutting
Only a few days after e-mailing the
drawings, a parcel arrived containing the
laser cut body parts.
The components seen here are mainly
the outer visible parts. The van body is
constructed by laminating two layers of
1/16 inch plywood with added details such
as doors, door slides, etc. forming a third
partial layer.
Briefly, the two layers for the ends were
glued together and then the outer side
panels were added to make the basic box.
The floor was fitted, then the inner
panels checked and glued behind the
outer framing. The door was then glued
over the outer panel.
Details such as the end vents, the
door sliding gear, etc. were then added.
The buffer beams were laminated from
three pieces of ply to give the required
thickness, then glued in place followed by
the solebars, also laminated from three
pieces. The roof supports were laminated
together and fitted in place to produce
the almost complete van body, seen here
temporarily mounted on a pair of Peter
Korzelius’ underframe components.
For the additional components,
again I used Northern Finescale buffers,
vacuum gear, roof vents and wheels, but
decided that I wanted a more accurate
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Examples of laser cut parts.

3D drawing of the initial assembly –
basic box.

3D drawing of the inner panels and
floor in place.

Almost completed body.
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representation of the Lanky underframe
with its distinctive double V hangers.

The 3D file was sent off to a firm
who made a 3D print of the box (and
also the leaf spring drawing) in plastic.
This was then used as a master for lost
wax brass castings. Unfortunately, I was
disappointed by the quality of the brass
castings. I had some more 3D printouts
made by another firm using a different
plastic material, with the intent of seeking
other casters, but decided I would see
how these plastic axleboxes stood up to
usage as working boxes and springs on
the model.
These are currently fitted to two of the
vans, without the addition of any inserts
to carry the ends of the axles and will
be monitored for wear and tear, before
a decision is made to obtain some more
brass castings.
The roofs were made by forming the
plywood (which had previously had the
planking engraved by the laser). The
wood was soaked in boiling water for
ten minutes, then clamped between to
sheets of aluminium. The aluminium
had previously been rolled to a tighter
radius than actually required, so that
when the wood was removed from the
clamps, it only required slight flattening
to conform to the roof formers. After 24
hours drying time, the now curved wood
was removed from the clamps and glued
to the formers. The canvas cover was
generated by using a cotton handkerchief
(one has to find a use for those Christmas
presents). This was glued on with PVA
adhesive then given a coat of white paint.
The ironwork was stamped out of some
printer’s plate using dies and punches
made as described in an earlier issue of
the journal. The water-slide transfers
were printed on special transfer paper
using an inkjet printer. These need to be
allowed to set for at least 24 hours or
more before applying the transfers to
the van sides. One can, of course, print
black or coloured lettering with an inkjet
printer, but unfortunately, no one has yet
come up with white ink for use in such
printers.

Underframes
Having purchased one of Peter Wood’s
laser cut steel, wagon underframes, I
decided this was the way to go. Once
again I made the CAD drawings and sent
them off to a firm in Birmingham who
do all my steel laser cut components. I
have used this firm for many years and
am always pleased with the quality of the
work produced and the cost.
I had two frets produced: one the main
underframe and the other containing
some secondary components such as
brake levers, spare coupling hooks, etc.
When planning the drawings for laser
cutting, it reduces the cost considerably
if there are as few interruptions in the
cutting process as possible. Therefore,
small items such as the brake blocks and
hangers, keeper bars, W-irons, C-braces,
etc. are all attached to the main body of
the fret. These are easily removed when
required by using a piercing saw. When
making CAD drawings, it is important that
where two lines are supposed to meet at
a corner (for example) that one uses the
‘snaps’ tools in the software to ensure
that there are no miniscule gaps between
the two entities. It is also easy to have
hidden lines in another layer and one
must examine all layers of ones’ drawing
carefully to remove any of these ‘errors’
before despatching the drawing file to the
laser cutter. The frets illustrated were cut
from 0.8mm steel. The smallest holes in
the frets are 1mm in diameter.
Slots had been formed by the laser
to create the fold lines. After the small
components were cut away, the main
underframe was folded along these slots
as shown here.
The brake hangers were soldered
in place in the locating slots with the
cross-wires in situ for additional bracing
as seen here. The holes for the keeper
plate retaining screws were tapped 12BA
in the legs of the W irons.
The brake lever was folded and pinned
to the solebars after the underframe had
been screwed in place under the van floor.

End view of completed body.

Conclusion
I have now built a total of 13 fish vans,
nine of which I have kept for myself. I have

Steel frets for underframes etc.

Working axleboxes

3D drawing showing the brake gear etc. soldered in place.
some steel underframes remaining, some
of which may be of use for other Lanky 10
foot wheelbase vans in the future. These
vehicles were painted green in the early
days of their use, and white later on, into
the LMS period. They therefore make a
striking addition to a train. As they were
‘fitted’ goods with perishable loads, it was
common for a single or a couple of fish
vans to be tagged on to a passenger train
for fast delivery to market and they could
be seen around the country, not just on
the L&YR network.
Using laser cutting techniques allows
one to produce fine detail to great
accuracy, at reasonable cost, especially if
one requires a batch of similar vehicles.

Postscript
Since I commenced building these vans,
the owner of the laser cutter moved
to Germany because of his work and
was forced to sell his laser machine. He
offered it to me at a very acceptable
price, but when I obtained the dimensions
of the machine (1000mm x 650mm plus
cooling and extraction units), I realised I
had insufficient space in the workshop to
install it. Reluctantly, I had to forego the
offer, but fortunately (for me!) Andrew
Mould purchased it, so if I keep Andrew
happy, I may still have access to the
technology in the future. We have already

collaborated on the production of a
LNWR 20T D17a brake van, and as some
of you will know, Andy is producing an
attractive range of lineside buildings using
laser technology.
It is not all that long ago that the idea
of CNC in the home workshop was
a pipedream, which has now become
a reality for several modellers. Laser
cutters are falling in price and increasingly
we shall see them appearing in home
workshops alongside older equipment.
Currently, these machines are only
suitable for cutting wood, acrylic, card
and such materials, lacking the power
for metal cutting. No doubt though, we
shall see laser cutting machines with
the capability for cutting metal in our
workshops in due course.

Sources
The wood laser cuts were done for me
by Michael Hendrikson of Busted Bricks.
http://www.bustedbricks.com/.
For steel laser cutting, I use a firm in
Birmingham – A. E. Harris.
http://www.aeharris.co.uk/.
Both companies have provided me with
excellent service at reasonable rates.
The additional components - wheels,
buffers, roof vents, etc. were obtained
from Northern Finescale.
http://www.northernfinescale.ca/.

I had a set of Peter Korzelius’ wagon
underframes with the sprung axleboxes.
I was keen to use a similar system, but
needed the distinctive L&YR B4 type
axleboxes. I therefore drew an axlebox
using 3D CAD.

3D drawing of an L&YR B4 axlebox.
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Two of the completed fish vans. Here we can see the brass axle boxes on the left hand van, with the 3D printed boxes
on the right hand side.

3D drawing of the steel frets for underframes etc.
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